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0|92 mins | Documentaries, music Neil, Zayn, Liam, Louis and Harry's meteors have found fame, from the beginning of their humble homeland to competing on the X Factor, conquering the world and performing at London's famous O2 Arena. Director: Morgan Spurlock | Star: Liam Payne, Harry Styles, Zayn Malik, Niall Horan Vote: 23,424 | Gross: 1996-
2014© $28.87M, Amazon.com or its affiliates, since I've been third on The X Factor in 2010 I confessed that I hadn't thought much of One Directory. Like many other people over the age of 40 around the world, I was vaguely aware that whatever his name was, certainly better than the de facto X Factor winner of the year, they did pretty well for themselves.
Apparently, they had quite a few hits, but for the life of me, I wouldn't have been able to name a single song, let alone sing a single bar. Then about six months ago, my five-year-old daughter Eve came home from school and all her friends liked them, so I demanded to download an album of One Perfection. Until then, From Frozen to Let It Go was the
soundtrack to our lives- baths, in cars, on hello kitty pasta shapes and toasts - and suddenly it was all about Elsa Fu, Harry the Neil the Neil and a live non-stop rendition while we were young. They grow so fast. I can probably imagine the ear-piercing squeal of joy when her mummy said we had a ticket to go see their latest movie, richly punctuated one-
reflection: where we are - concert movies. Think of something like the sound of hysterical bats being electrocuted while attempting a polyphonic song through a vocoder. Watch the first trailer for One Director's This Is Us film: Morgan Spurlock's documentary - video Guardian2 - about four hours later we were at the Vue Cineplex in Norwich. Predictably, the
majority of the audience consisted of 9 to 13-year-olds, eve was probably the smallest there, and we were fascinated to find ours sitting next to another mother-daughter pair. My daughter was the same age as me and my mother seemed to be somewhere in her late 70s. When the film finally opened with an exclusive interview with the band's pre-concert and
Doncaster's cheeky interview began chatting (Eve let me know this was Lewis), I heard the older woman next to me whispering to her daughter that it was her favourite. I think it's still my thing now because he's a bit terribly sneering and fully aware that he's the third or fourth banana, but like the cross between Take That and Dee Dee Ramone's Howard, all
have the same blast. Fans familiar with One Director's previous movie outings, One DieLection: This Is Us, carefully mined, may feel somey short-changed by the depletion here.Behind-the-scenes footage. After the aforementioned interview, Anodyne's buzz descends into the business of presenting a quagmire-standard concert document shot at Milan's San
Siro Stadium last June, how difficult it is on the road and how great it is that they have so many fans. Chaps takes to the stage and sings for an hour, saying Chao, Milano, but four of them go backstage for a toilet break while Liam holds the fort. There's a lot of fun about this in pre-concert interviews, especially given the fact that Liam had a bruised,
dysfunctional kidney (obviously, it's all better now), but despite this, he has a stronger bladder than his coevals. Too much information, as the kids said. Photo: Pri is not a music critic and feels unqualified to pass judgment on that aspect of the show, other than to say that the song sounds like a studio album enough to impress fans unless some electronic
jiggery poker steps in to coordinate it all. I was pretty sorry for the quintet backing band that has been well kept back throughout, except for the lead guitarist, who is allowed to advance a few feet on stage from time to time for a short solo before returning to his assigned position. Of course, there are no close-ups of backing bands, but there are plenty of core
5 singers and quite a few of the audience shouts, crying young women that we're obviously trying to identify with. Scattered throughout, many aerial shots and high-angle views highlight the ness of the crowd and together they experience awkward moments of mass hysteria. In a rather fascinating moment during the rendition of my life story, everyone retains
a picture of themselves as a child, an insinuation to the core visual conceit of pop videos. Oddly enough, it rather highlights the fan's relationship with the sincere and personal band, this method of music - but manufactured, anodyne and easily laughable - empowering and affirming. Norwich's audience was fully participating in the experience, clapping and
stomping and singing along throughout, chibi along the way 1D boys often break the fourth wall to deal directly with the camera. It's all about creating the illusion of being there at a concert, that time has frozen in. Of course, it's not frozen. The 1D boys are growing up and don't look like the more vulnerable teen heartbreakers they used to be, with the
exception of Zayn Malik, who has snappy skinny limbs. Harry Styles, one with the most distinctive voice and the most interesting hair (he has a scarf tied around that wild for the show, suggests an Afghan pacol), he also looks able to hide his boredom. He's literally just going through.Indeed, it's only a matter of time before he's going off to make that first solo
album. They are still a big enough issue to make the event out of four standalone screenings of films across the country this weekend, but there were quite a few vacancies at the screenings we attended. Perhaps they have already peaked, and the film's plain presentation of meat and potatoes shows that they know they need to cash in as soon as possible
while they still have time. On the way back from the cinema in the car, Evie was tired and feeling a little nauseable. I put the soundtrack to Frozen for her and she fell asleep. We love three things about Italy: food, weather, and you, Una Fras di Se Stesso (Harry Styles) Dal film One Die Reflection - Where We Are - the first photo of One Dielection as a Cura di
beatrice_directioner_28giugno_sansiro group. One Fraction (1D) is a British-Irish pop boys' band consisting of Harry Styles, Liam Payne, Louis Tomlinson and Niall Horan. Zayn Malik left the band on March 25, 2015. They were solo contestants in the group for the seventh season of The X Factor UK in 2010, finishing third. He then signed with Simon
Cowell's record label Syco Music. After releasing five best-selling albums between 2011 and 2015, the band announced an indefinite hiatus from December 2015. By May 2017, all members had released solo materials, and by January 2020, all members had released solo albums. In early 2010, Liam Payne, Harry Styles, Niall Horan, Louis Tomlinson and
Zayn Malik auditioned as solo performers for the seventh season of the British reality/talent show The X Factor (UK). It was Liam Payne's second audition. Payne first auditioned in 2008, but was eliminated during the judge's house part because of his age and immaturity. It was Louis Tomlinson's third audition and the first to pass the audition for the first
producer in April 2010. Each soloist succeeded in the boot camp phase, but in that conclusion everything was eliminated. Simon Cowell and three other judges decided the group was not evenly split that year and decided to bring back 10 eliminated solo contestants. These contestants were divided into two groups, all of which were kept competing. [1] In
August 2010, all five members of One Dylection lived in Harry's father's bungalow in Cheshire for two weeks. One Director was the favourite act to win throughout the 2010 season of The X Factor, 2010, which has create massive unprecedented fan and media hype. He eventually finished third behind Rebecca Ferguson and winner Matt Cardle. Simon
Cowell signed to record label Syco Music with One Dylection on December 13, 2010. Musical Career One Director's debut single What S the Beautiful was released on September 11, 2011 and debuted on September 11, 2011Kingdom Singles chart at #1 on September 18, 2011. It became the third best-selling single of 2011, selling 153,965 parts. The song
also reached #1 in Ireland, Mexico and Scotland. It peaked at #4 in the US but reached #1 on the US Dance Club song chart. With over 7 million units sold worldwide, it is one of the best-selling singles of all time. Their debut album Up All Night was released on November 18, 2011, and became one of the best-selling albums of the year. Three more singles
were released - Gotta Be You, One Thing and No More - and One Thing became a global top 10 hit. On December 18, 2011, One Reduction beheaded its first headlining tour, The Up All Night Tour. Their second album, Take Me Home, was released on November 12, 2012. Single Live We Young, Kiss You and Little Things were hugely successful, with Live
We Young debuting at #3 on the US Billboard Hot 100 and Little Things receiving platinum certification after shipping 1,000,000 shares. On February 23, 2013, One Reduction begs for its second headlining tour, Take Me Home Tour. On August 20, 2013, One Director's debut concert film, This Is Us, premiered worldwide. One Director's third album, Midnight
Memories, was released on November 25, 2013, announcing a departure from the band's Rocky Sound and bubblegum pop sound and lyrics. The album also co-wrote 10 songs each by Louis Tomlinson and Liam Payne, with Harry Styles co-writing five, Niall Horan co-writing three and Zayn Malik co-writing two. Four singles were released: Best Song
Everly, Story of My Life, Midnight Memories and You &amp; I, and Best Song of Evely and Story of My Life became global hits. One Director's third headlining tour, Where We Are Tour, began on April 25, 2014. Their fourth album Four was released on November 17, 2014. The album further established the band's transition to mainstream rock and again
featured each member contributing to the majority of the album's writing. Tomlinson and Payne both co-wrote nine songs, Styles co-wrote five, and Horan and Malik both co-wrote three. Two singles were released - Steal My Girl and Change of Night - and both found considerable success. The band set out on their fourth headlining tour, On the Road Again,
on February 7, 2015. Zayn Malik left the band for good on March 25, 2015, over fatigue and a desire to live a more normal life. The band continued their world tour, which eventually concluded as intended on October 31, 2015. Perfect Photo Shoot One Directory released their fifth album, Made in the A. on November 13, 2015.M. Released. The album sees
the most creative contributions from band members to date, with Tomlinson contributing 10 co-writings, Styles contributing 7 and Payne contributingCo-writing, composing two tracks, Horan has contributed to four co-writings. With the release of three singles - Drag Me Down, Perfect and History - Drag Me Down debuted at #1 in 13 countries, eventually
2015's best-selling song. Perfect also reached #1 in four countries, peaking at #2 in the UK, #4 in Australia and #10 in the US. History peaked at #6 in England and #3 in Scotland. In the nine years since becoming a band, One Fraction has sold more than 50 million albums worldwide, becoming the first band to make their four album debuts on #1 on the U.S.
Billboard 200. Four of One Director's albums have sold more than a million copies in the U.S. In 2016, he was the second highest-earning celebrity of the year, earning more than $130 million. Their fourth world tour, On the Road Again, earned more than $188 million and sold the most concert tickets in 2015. One Director was named Billboard's Artist of the
Year in 2014 and the American Music Awards in both 2014 and 2015. [2] Zayn Malik's departure on March 25, 2015, a statement posted on One Direction's official Facebook page confirmed that Zayn Malik had officially and permanently left the band. His sudden departure made global headlines as One Fraction was in the process of completing its fourth
world tour at the time. Malik had previously been signed off the tour a week ago but was expected to return after returning to his hometown of London. Malik was speculated when he was signed off due to relationship troubles with his then fiancée Perrie Edwards. Malik was pictured holding hands with another woman days before he was signed off and
angrily addressed the infidelity claims on Twitter. 5 Zayn's last photo of One Direction as a group would later reveal a combination of anxiety, fatigue and introfesition as the main reason for his exit. He also revealed that the band's pop-rock sound is never his taste in music. They released their debut single on January 29, 2016, and their debut album Mind of
Mine on March 25, 2016. Neil, Harry, Liam and Louis continued one-diection as four works. The band's relationship with Zayn was initially strained, with Louis and Zayn clashing on Twitter in April 2015, with Harry making some underlying comments suggesting continued tensions. In 2017, Zayn claimed he and Harry rarely spoke during their time as
bandmates. Louis eventually went into part with Zayn in early 2017, partly fulfilling their mother's dying wish to mend their friendship. Liam said he and Zayn were in touch. The band Hiatus One Direction have been dormant since they last performed as a group in the 2015 grand final episode of The X Factor (UK) on December 13, 2015. On August 23, 2015,
British tabloid The Sun reported that One Fraction would take a break in 2016.Using the tagline This Is The End, media around the world used it to report that the band was splitting[3]. On August 25, Neil confirmed on Twitter that the band would be taking a break from the tour, but said they had no plans to split [4]. Lewis also tweeted that we're not going
anywhere. The hiatus is the band's first and only break together from touring and cooperation since 2010. All four members defined hibernation as a well-deserved break[6] and they eventually return as a group. Neil said: No matter how many times I say we're not parting, it seems like a lot of people are convinced we're going to break up, so I'm giving up
trying to explain it. It's really the only downside to the gig, so it's good to be able to go home a bit more. [7] All four members continue to recognize the band's anniversary on July 23 every year. The end date of the hibernation period is not confirmed until each member is ready to return to the group[8]. In the September 2016 issue of AnOther Man magazine,
Harry said: I wouldn't say we'll never do anything again, but it's good for us to explore different things. Maybe at some point everyone will want to do something again, but if it happens naturally, it's better to say, Hey, we really want to do this again. If it happened, it would be amazing. I will never rule it out. It's the most important, biggest thing that's happened
to me, being in that band. It completely changed my life. On September 29, 2016, Neil told Capital FM that a reunion was inevitable, saying: For the foreseeable, we are doing our thing. We still talk all the time. It could be a year, it could be two years, but it's definitely going to happen[9]. He elaborated further in an interview in November, saying: We just felt it
was the right time. I can really put something on it. That's not what we dug into and thought, Is now the right time to do this? We just thought let's take a break and we'll be back to it in a few years or something. When everyone starts getting bored again, we're like, Hey, are you ready? [10].In April 2017, Harry elaborated on the reasons for One Director's
hiatus in a Rolling Stone interview, saying, I didn't want to run out of fan base. If you're shortsighted, you can think, 'Let's continue the tour.' But we all thought too much of the group than it would happen. You don't want to notice that you're exhausted and erase people's beliefs. I love the band and will not rule anything out in the future. [11] The band changed
my life and gave me everything. Interviewer Cameron Crowe said in a subsequent interview that Harry protected the future of the band. Harry elaborated further on the French TV show Quotidien, saying: It was a lot of fun. We were very luckyto do some great things in our lives at the moment. We are in an era where everyone is trying their own thing and
having a good time. It's amazing to see everyone doing so well. It would be amazing if I could do it like any other boy [12]. Solo Career Development Liam: In 2016, Liam signed with Capitol Records. A year later, Liam premiered his debut solo single Strip the Down, co-written by Ed Sheeran and featuring American rapper Quavo. This was the highest-selling
single from the rest of One Director members and a top 10 hit worldwide. For much of 2017, he did promotional radio tours in the U.S. and performed at music festivals around the world. Liam released four more singles. Bedroom Floor (co-written by US singer Charlie Puth), For You (duet with British singer Rita Ora, Fifty Shades Daker soundtrack), Get Low
(collaboration with German-Russian dance producer Zedd), Familiar (duet with Colombian singer J. Balvin). The most successful of the four was For You, which made the top 5 and 10 of many world charts, with both Payne and Ora winning single #1 for the first time in Germany. In late 2018, Liam delayed the release of his debut record, but released his first
EP on August 24, 2018. He also starred in Jonas Blue's single Polaroid alongside Lennon Stella. On December 6, 2019, he released his debut solo album LP1. The album received very poor reviews, peaking at #17 in the UK, and failing to make it a global commercial success. The track, titled Both Ways, received online criticism for lyrics perceived as fetish



for women's bisexuality. The album's official singles were Strip That Down, Get Low, Bedroom Floor, Familiar, Stack It Up, All I Want (Christmas) and Live Forever. Despite the previous success of Strip That Down, the remaining singles found only mild success. Liam has redirected his talents to YouTube and plans to orchestrate a live streaming concert
special in July 2020. Harry: In 2016, Harry signed with Columbia Records. On March 25, 2017, a promotional ad aired on British television announced that Harry's debut single Sign of the Times premiered worldwide on April 7, 2017. The song received rave reviews and was a top-five hit worldwide. During his promotional campaign, Harry covered Rolling
Stone magazine, appeared on Saturday Night Live and co-hosted The Late Late Show with James Corden for a week. He also performed spontaneous concerts in the UK and US before a small venue tour in September 2017, followed by a larger arena tour from March 2018. His self-titled album debuted in #1 in 20 countries, including the US, becoming the
second BRITISH male artist after former bandmate Zayn Malik to debut at the top of the US album charts. In July 2017, he played Harry in his debut role, featuring Christopher Nolan's Dunkirk,It has gained critical reviews around the world. Two singles from Harry's debut album, Two Ghosts and Kiwi, were released with mild success. To wrap up 2017, Harry
co-hosted a variety special with his friend Nick Grimshaw on the BBC and performed live at the Victoria's Secret Fashion Show in Shanghai, China. Harry spent most of 2018 touring the world and began playing two unannounced songs, Anna and Medicine, at each concert. Medicine made global headlines when fans and media began speculating that the
lyrics suggested bisexuality. Harry was chosen as the face of Gucci's 2018-2019 campaign and briefly served as executive producer of the short-lived American sitcom Happy Together, loosely based on his time in life with Ben Winston. In May 2019, Harry co-hosted the Met Gala alongside Lady Gaga, Alessandro Michele, Serena Williams and Anna
Wintour. Harry released his second solo album Fine Line on December 13, 2019. The album has resulted in four singles - Light Up, Adore You, Falling and Watermelon Sugar. Of the four, Adore You became one of his best-selling singles, with a worldwide hit and peaking at #6 in the US. The music video featured an elaborate online viral campaign centered
on the fictional town of Elida (worship looking back). The light-up was also successful, peaking at #3 in the UK and #17 in the US. The music video was characteristically sexual, depicting a bare-chested Harry in the middle of a (non-graphic) with both women and men. Many interpreted the lyrics of the song as well as visuals as a further informal confirmation
of Harry's bisexuality. Harry had the most in-depth interview with Zayn Lowe on November 23, 2019. The 45-minute interview was uploaded to Harry's YouTube channel, which saw him reflect on his recent farewell and briefly tackle the loss of his stepfather to fondly recall his One Reduction days. Harry's Love on Tour's world tour has unfortunately been
postponed to 2021 due to the COVID-19 global pandemic. Lewis: In July 2016, Louis appeared alongside Simon Cowell as a special guest judge on America's Got Talent. On December 10, 2016, Louis released a solo single, Just Hold On, in collaboration with DJ Steve Aoki. The duo premiered it live on the same day during the 2016 X Factor (UK) grand
final. The song was #1 on iTunes in 36 countries when it was released, gaining more than 200 million Spotify streams. The couple went on a small U.S. promotional tour together in January 2017, and Louis made his music festival debut with Aoki in March. In July 2017, Lewis released his debut solo single Back to You, featuring Bebe Rexha. It has been the
top 20 hits in the world and reached #1 on iTunes in 50 countries. In November 2017, Louis performed live at the Royal Variety Performance, where he met Prince William and Kate Middleton. Lewis has released two more singles - just like you and Miss You. In 2018, Louis was a celebrityIn the 15th season of The X Factor (UK), he will line up alongside
Simon Cowell, singer Robbie Williams and Adiya Field. He chose Liam Payne as a celebrity guest judge for the judge house part of the competition. In March 2019, Lewis released another single from his upcoming album Two of Us. The song serves as a devotion to his mother Johanna, who died in 2016. Six days after the song's release, Tomlinson's 18-
year-old sister Felicite died of a drug overdose. In September 2019, Louis released his single Kill My Mind, which featured thousands performing at the Coca-Cola Music Experience Festival in Madrid. Their debut album Walls was released on January 31, 2020. Louis' first solo world tour was unfortunately postponed after just two concerts due to the COVID-
19 global pandemic. Neil: In 2016, Neil launched horan and rose's annual charity golf event in collaboration with golfer Justin Rose, raising more than £1.5 million for cancer research in three years. He also helped launch modestly! alongside Golf, a golf management company, the former management team of One Director, Modest Management. Neal
simultaneously released his debut single, This Town, and on September 29, 2016, he announced a solo record deal with Capitol Records. The song went #1 on iTunes in 50 countries and had top 10 platinum sales hits worldwide. He won the 2017 American Music Award for Best New Artist. In May 2017, Neil released his second single Slow Hands, which
made it into the world's top five, reaching #1 on US pop radio. His first solo tour, Flicker Sessions 2017, began in August 2017, and the arena tour began in March 2018. Neil released two more singles - Too Much to Ask and On the Loose - to mild success. In late 2017, he signed with modeling agency Wilhelmina Models. His debut album Flicker was
released on October 20, 2017, and debuted in #1 in five countries, including the United States, where he became a member of One Fraction for the third year in a row and towed the U.S. charts as a solo artist. Their second album Heartbreak Weather was released on March 13, 2020. Debuted at #1 in Ireland and the UK, and #4 in the US. Four singles have
been released - Lovely Ya, Put Little Love on Me, No Judgment and Black &amp; White. Neil was forced to temporarily cancel his 2020 world tour due to the COVID-19 global pandemic. Zayn: After leaving the band in March 2015, Zayn be started working on his debut solo studio album. He signed with RCA Records in July 2015. His debut single, Pillowtalk,
was released in January 2016 and the music video featured his real-life on-off girlfriend, American supermodel Gigi Hadid. The song was a global hit, debuting at number one in the UK and US, while Malik became the first British artist to debut at number one in the US with his debut single. Zayn's debut album Mind of MineOne year until March 25, 2016, the
day he left One Director. The album debuted at #1 in the US, making Zayn the first British male artist to make his number one debut debut with his debut album in both the UK and US. Two more singles have been released - as wrong with me - to mild success. Zayn has appeared in several collaborative singles, including the 2016 Ghostbusters soundtrack
Who, Cruelty from the electronic dance duo Snake Hips, a remix of Chris Brown's single Back to Sleep and the M.I.A song Friedan. In November 2016, he published his first autobiography, Z. In December 2016, he released a surprise duet with AMERICAN singer Taylor Swift, I Don't Want to Live Forever, a duet from the Fifty Shades Daker soundtrack. It
became one of the best-selling songs of the year and was eventually nominated for a Grammy. In 2017, Zayn released Still Got Time with Canadian rapper PartyNextDoor, with moderate success. It was initially announced that Zayn's second album would be released in mid-2017, but nothing happened. Throughout 2017, Zayn has made several successful
fashion ventures, including a collaboration with Donatella Versace, a shoe collection with Giuseppe and the cover of several Vogue magazines. In September 2017, Zayn released a duet with Australian singer Sia, From Dusk to Dawn. The song was a top 10 hit worldwide. Zayn released numerous singles with minimal promotions, often just music videos,
and began uploading covers of many songs to his official Instagram page. Since April 2018, Zayn has released singles Let Me, Entertainer, Sour Diesel and Too To Too, a collaboration with AMERICAN producer Timbaland. Of these singles, only Let Me found moderate British success. Zayn's second album, Icarus Falls, was released in December 2018, but
it was not widely promoted. Zayn alluded to the problems with his record label. In May 2019, Zayn appeared on the soundtrack to Aladdin's live-action remake and sang A Whole New World with Zavia Ward. Zayn has not performed live since 2016 after withdrawing from a British music festival that year, over the worst anxiety of my career. He has
collaborated with many artists including R3HAB, Sabrina Claudio and Shade. He is currently expecting his first child with Hadid. Group: In 2016, One Director won the Silver Kleft Award at the 2016 ARIA Awards and best live act at the Best International Artist Award, top of the list in 2016 Narners is the second highest paid musician in 2016, winning more
than $110 million and being confirmed to hold six Guinness World Records for 2016[13]. On October 24, 2016, liam and Lewis co-wrote a song called What Scares Me About Love registered with ASCAP. All four members of One Directory reunite backstage at the 2016 X Factor (UK) Grand Finale, played by Louis Tomlinson, on December 10, 2016.Solo
release of Just Hold On, a collaboration with DJ Steve Aoki. The reunion was a show of solidarity as Louis' mother Johanna Deakin died just three days ago after a battle with cancer. Zayn sent a message of support to Louis via Twitter. In 2017, One Dylection's History music video won best British video at the 2017 BRIT Awards. When Liam's debut single
debuted at #3 in the UK charts, One Dylection became the second group in UK chart history with all members in the top 10 after the Beatles. In August 2017, One Fraction became the first band to achieve a top 40 solo hit in the U.S. by all current and former members. They achieved this in 18 months. Previous record holders - the Beatles - achieved the
same with 21. One Director is currently tied with the Eagles for most members to achieve solo top 40 hits. When Liam's single reached #1 on American pop radio, One Dylection became the only group of three members to achieve this, with two members of the same group holding both #1 and #2 spots as Liam's single dropped Neil's single from number one.
In 2018, Harry was third in the Sunday Times Rich List 2018 (under 30s), followed by Liam and Lewis in #4のニール and fifth place. Louis and Liam reunited for part of Louis' Judge House as judges on The X Factor (UK) in October 2018 and headlined the Coca-Cola Music Experience Festival in Madrid in September 2019. In April 2020, Liam revealed that
the group was in talks to mark its 10th anniversary on 23 July 2020. This information made global headlines and sparked a fan frenzy. Neil recently confirmed that he had spoken to Lewis and Liam about the 10th anniversary, but Liam revealed that Lewis was playfully unhappy with the information being made public before it was probably made public, and
threatened Liam's house with eggs as a result. Neil made further comments suggesting there might not be a reunion in that way, but they simply discussed the anniversary. Harry commented in an interview that the anniversary would be an emotional day. There is no confirmation whether Zayn will be involved in this reunion. Album Up All Night (2011-12)
One Director released their debut album Up All Night on November 18, 2011. The singles released were What Makes You Beautiful, One Thing, Gotta Be You and No More. Up All Night sold more than 4.5 million copies worldwide, and What S The Beautiful became one of the best-selling songs of all time. Take Me Home (2012-13) In November 2012, One
Fraction released their second album, Take Me Home, which includes the singles Young While Live, Little Things and Kiss You. The album reached number one in 35 countries. Midnight Memories (2013) In November 2013, One Director released their third album Midnight MemoriesSingles The Greatest Song ever, The Story of My Life, Midnight Memories
and You and Me. Midnight Memories was the best-selling album of 2013 and sold 4 million copies. Four (2014) One Director's fourth studio album Four was released on November 17, 2014. The album was released on September 8 with a free download of the promotional single Fireproof. The song has gained over 1 million downloads in 24 hours. The
album included only two singles, Steel My Girl and Night Changes. The album sold more than 1 million copies in the U.S. and reached #1 on its fourth U.S. Billboard 200. Fans organized a significantly successful online project to promote the album track No Control, as if it were a single that featured in the interactive video game Just Dance and eventually
added the Teen Choice Award-winning song to the radio station's playlist. The four were Zayn Malik's last album as a member of One Direction. .M 13, 2015, One Director's fifth studio album, Made in the .M. was released. It was their first album without Zayn Malik. The album's first single, Drag Me Down, was released on July 31, 2015. It sold more than
300,000 digital copies on its first day of release, and #1 in 90 countries on iTunes. Two more singles, Perfect and History, were released and made the world's top 10. In January 2016, the company announced platinum in the UK. As was the case with No Control on the band's previous album, fans organized a successful online campaign to promote songs
that did not appear on Home, Made in the A.M., but were released with a short collection of Perfect EP, Remix and Acoustic. The campaign won the Teen Choice Award for watching Home added to the radio playlist. In April 2016, Made in the A.M went platinum in the US. The discography film This Is Us was the first theatre concert film about One Fraction,
detailing life away from home on the Take Me Home tour in 2012. Filming began in January 2013. All the footage was shot in 3D. It premiered worldwide on August 20, 2013. This is now the fourth highest grossing concert film, more than six times the film's budget. In the music video for the band's Best Song Ever, a preview clip of the film and a plot of a video
of a Hollywood production company throwing ideas into the band for a music video stopped by the office while filming the film. The band made suggestive comments about the documentary being heavily scripted in subsequent interviews. One Dietion: Where We Are - Concert Film was One Direct's second theatrical concert film, with one concert at the San
Siro Stadium in Milan, Italy, during the band's 2014 world tour. The film was released for two days from October 11, 2014. Although it is mainly centeredAt the concert, the DVD took behind-the-scenes footage of the band's rehearsal songs, discussed their success so far, and recorded their fourth album. The footage also showed the band visiting Christ the
Liquider in Rio de Janeiro on the day they took a day off. The film broke the record for best event filmmaking with a total of $15 million. Cinematography X Factor: Series 7 (Finalist) Up All Night: Live Tour One Direction: This Is Us One Direction: Concert Films You Can Find as Concert Movies Itself Other Appearances Here Band Member Harry Styles Neil
Horan Tomlinson Liam Payne Zayn Malik (2010-2015) Backing Band 2 010-2015 Concert Tour Headlining Opening Act X Factor Live Tour (2011) U Tour (2012) Awards and Nominations Main Article: One Die Reduction/ Awards and Nominations Since 2011, One Dailection has won a total of 199 awards and has been nominated for 289. Some of the more
important awards include two consecutive American Music Awards for Artist of the Year, which won in 2014 and 2015. The band also won four BRIT awards and four World Music Awards. Publications One-Director: Forever Young, HarperCollins (February 17, 2011) One Die Reflection: Official Yearly September 1, 2012, HarperCollins (September 1, 2011)
Dare to Dream: Life as One Direction, HarperCollins (September 15, 2011) One Direction: Official Annual 2013, HarperCollins (August 30, 2012) Sun) 2013) One Die Reflection: Official Yearly 2014, HarperCollins (August 29, 2013) Our Autobiography, HarperCollins (September 25, 2014) One Dailection: Official Yearly 2015, HarperCollins (October 21, 2014)
One Fraction: Official Yearly 2016 HarperCollins (October 2, 2015)
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